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About This Content

Go beyond the game experience with this DLC, where you'll get access to more than 2gb of content such as music, game art,
and making of files for Distortions spanning over nine years of development.

Here are the features included in the Beyond Distortions DLC.

- Documentary, "Inside Distortions". 3 full episodes recorded during the last year of production. (MP4 files, with .STR subtitles
in English)

- Music files (mp3 and wave files)

- Concept Art (JPG files)

- Concept Art Character Studies for the girl, monster, masked one, the writer, journal (JPG files)

- Making Of - Pictures and movies covering the production from 2008 to 2017 (JPEG and MP4 files)

- Journal - All the journal pages! The standard pages, special pages and the writer records from the museum and collectable
pages. (JPG files)

- Journal, printable version, to carry with you. Two versions of the journal - one printable version for home user, and one
professional version to be to be printed on professional printing equipment. (JPG and PDF files)
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- Maps - All the maps of the game, including a huge map (47mb) of the whole game. (JPG files)

- Fan Art - Fan art that our friends sent to us (JPG files)

Content
Concept arts - 57 jpgs

Fan art - 9 jpgs
Records from the writer - 24 jpgs

Journal pages - 29 jpgs
Special pages - 6 jpgs

Journal professional printable version - 1 pdf
Journal home printable version - 1 jpgs

Journal colectable pages 9 jpgs
Maps - 3 jpg

Musics - 5 mp3 and 5 wavs
Making off - 17 movies in mp4 and 64 jpgs

Documentary - Inside Distortions - 3 movies in mp4, english subtitle in str
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Title: Beyond Distortions - Art, Music and Making Of - DLC
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie, RPG
Developer:
Among Giants
Release Date: 1 Jun, 2018

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 7, 10

Processor: Intel i3 (or equivalent)

Memory: 3 GB RAM

Graphics: GeForce GTX 300 (or equivalent)

English
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The puzzles and the story are not fun..... I like this game it show deep protencial of the game but Why you not update it? Please
keep update and add more content in the game.. funny animations and new risk mods

it's prolly not a game to play everyday, but once a while for change and I wanna try this with my friends who'm i used to play
lots or Risk with in real life, during college times. Great, but it's a shame they only gave us 3 soundtracks instead of all.. I
applaud the reissue of old games by Retroism and Nightdive Studios, I will probably continue to buy them (but probably only on
sale) because when the games originally came out I couldn't afford the $40 to $60 price tag back in 1993 and I would like a shot
now at them. There were a lot of good games that came out around 1993:

Alien Vs. Predator
Duke Nukem II
Dune
Dune II: The Building of a Dynasty
Elite Plus
Hard Nova
Laser Squad
Metal & Lace: The Battle of the Robo Babes (boing)
Nova
Protostar: War on the Frontier
Rex Nebular and the Cosmic Gender Bender
Ringworld: Revenge of the Patriarch
Space Ace
The Space Quest Saga: Roger Wilco
Star Trek: The Next Generation
Star Wars
Star Wars: X-Wing - B-Wing
Star Wars: X-Wing - Imperial Pursuit
Starflight: A Cosmic Adventure
Stellar 7
Ultima: Worlds of Adventure 2 - Martian Dreams
Ultrabots
Wing Commander: Deluxe Edition
Wing Commander: Privateer - Speech Pack
Wing Commander: The Secret Missions

This was not one of them. You wonder how someone could approve this back then. Will keep slogging to see if possible to play..
All aboard the pain train, the train that never leaves the station, and you play the same scenario over, and over, and over, and
over.... A Lovely story behind this game. I rather quite enjoyed this, There were some complications but all in all. 11/10.. The
game has it's good and bad. It does have bugs that need to be fleshed out and sometimes the progress was a little slow. But I had
it since early on and always found it to be very enjoyable.

It has the atmospheric feel along with being like Matt Damon in The Martian, to some extent.
There is quite a bit to build from the various structures, vehicles, it includes multiple planets to explore and you can mine on the
asteroids (which is challenging at first to not drift away when moving).

For those who nit pick and expect the best from games will complain. But when you enjoy sci-fi and anything to do with the
universe or building bases etc, it is well worth it.

If you prefer to wait for a sale then pick it up then and follow it through. I still believe in it getting even better than it is and it is
one of my favourite games.. Excellent,this DLC is exactly the sort of thing I've always wanted included in Milestones MX
franchise. I expect more of this type of stuff in MXGP Pro!
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This is a fun little game that can provide for a great amount of fun. While I wish there was a greater choice in map selection
(something that wasn't just the same neighborhood in different sections), it nevertheless has been keeping me entertained with a
cool little car customizer and some fun mechanics.

Pros:
- Racing \/ Car Driving feels solid, not floaty
- Customization is great
- Good selection of cars utilizing multiple forms of in game currency

Cons:
- Lack of map variety
- Short, repetitive soundtrack (while some of the tunes are enjoyable, there's too few and they repeat far too often)
- Colliding with other cars and falling from certain angles forces you to need to reset, this mechanic needs to be tweaked
- No workshop (Could be easily implemented where modders could make their own levels, cars, add customs songs to the
soundtrack, etc)

While this game's cons are really annoying, the sheer fun of the game allowed me to enjoy it.. While the game is not nearly as
good as The Talos Principle (its main competitor and probably closest match on Steam) in any aspect, I did like it. It is pretty
short, but the puzzles were (for the most part) nicely designed and the environments were varied and pretty. The only exception
for me is the grass which is extremely bland.

Sometimes, the speech is delivered much too quickly to follow, but all in all it's solid. I got this game in a pack, so I did not pay
the standard price (which I think is too high). If you like The Talos Principle and manage to get this game at a good discount,
you should try it.. elwurd makes me think of fan made song videos, the song being some sort of romance song.. These are first
impressions. Upon completing the game this will be updated accordingly.)

Yeeeesssss! If there is one genre I'd love to have seen a comeback for it's the 6DOF FPS pioneered and perfected by Descent. It
seems with the release of Overload it is doing 6DOF justice but Forsaken Remastered was a complete surprise. A very, very
welcome surprise.

In case you are not familiar, Forsaken is a Descent clone. It does not really do a lot new with the formula, it's just straight up
Descent. And it's goooood. Not only is it well-made and fun, but also became known around its release (1998) for sporting some
of the best graphics in an FPS to date, and the 3DFX support is legendarily well-optimized, able to kick out respectable
framerates on a CPU that is closer to a 486 than a Pentium. Take a look: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3yGAttirh1c
Twenty years after it's initial release, Remastered rebuilds the game from the ground up using the Kex engine that was also used
for Night Dive's ports of Turok 1 and 2.

The results are fantastic. This is the same Forsaken, but with better controls and you can turn up the FOV. My sweet spot is
110-120. I can turn it to 120 (the maximum). That is sweet as hell. There is also new content weaved into the original campaign
in the form of ports of levels from the N64 version, which had different levels than the ones in the PC version.

As for the actual game itself, if you liked Descent you'll like this as I said before. But it does have one thing making it unique:
the ship physics. Piloting feels less like you are just moving around a level and more like you are gliding around obstacles,
similar to the feel of piloting in Wipeout. And it feels pretty fantastic with Keyboard and Mouse controls, just be sure to turn
the mouse sensitivity up. The level design is also more creative, featuring more varied places like banks and power stations
rather than the tired mining facilities of Descent 1 and 2. The combat is fast paced and brutal with a variety of satisfying
weapons. It is all backed up to a breakbeat soundtrack that can vary from generic to badass.

Highly recommended.. Purchased for youtube integration, now the feature has been removed.
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